
HOW TO WRITE AN ANNUAL LEAVE REQUEST EMAIL

Check out these ready-to-use annual leave application samples. I request you to address any urgent work-related
matters to my email.

Let the dates be crystal clear. During this time, I will have limited access to my mail so please contact
[someone] instead. Consider these options before you apply. You may also need a leave request email if you
are in a remote location and have no access to the company application system. I need to start preparing, so I
will be really grateful if you can give me the green light at the earliest. Indicate the type of leave and give a
valid reason if it is not an annual leave. Compensatory leave: a leave granted in compensation for excess
worked hours or days. I appreciate your consideration to my request. A leave request should be brief and it
should clearly mention the dates the employee is taking leave for. Explain to them that coverage has been
taken care of and that there will be no discontinuity in the workflow. X] will cover for me during my absence
and will temporally assume my duties. If your company has no system to apply for leaves, then your only
option is to request through writing. Explain to them who will cover for you while you are not available and
how work will be handled in your absence who will do what. Disable your auto-reply test it Extending your
leave It is not recommended that you extend your leave because it portraits unprofessional behavior similar to
that of arriving late to a meeting or job interview, but if you really must extend your leave, write an email
giving legitimate and irrefutable reasons for doing so. A wedding card attachment is advisable is case it is
needed. In the letter, he has to specify the reason to take leave and the number of days. This step may even be
done in verbal by simply talking to your manager. Looking forward to your approval for my annual leave
application. If anyone asks in the future why you were not in office for a particular period of time, then you
can show that you have applied for leave and that it has been approved. For approval procedures. Sick leave:
obviously this is the leave that you avail when you are unable to attend to your duties due to illness. Thank
them for their time and understanding. Holiday or Vacation leave: for most people, vacation leave goes under
annual leave, there is no distinction between the two with rare exceptions, especially for high profile roles.
Make sure that there is someone to cover for you while you are not there or at least ensure that all of your
tasks are completed. I have talked with my colleagues and they are more than happy to cover for me in my
absence. You want to mention or emphasize certain information that is not available through the system. We
provide plenty of examples at the end. Before you embark on the task of writing your leave request, note down
the below information: The type of leave The reason for the leave if not annual Leave start date Last day in
office before going on leave The First day in office after returning from leave Number of days of your leave
Number of actual working days The name and position of the person who will cover for you. You may be
surprised how often this point is overlooked. Best Regards Sample Annual Leave Grant Email: requesting for
permission to go on vacation Dear [Manager Name], I would kindly like to ask for your permission and
approval for my annual leave application, which I'm planning to take from [vacation start date] till [vacation
end date]. Notice period: have you given your manager enough time to plan for your leave? If it is sick leave,
he has to provide proof of sickness like a prescription from a doctor or reports that support the reason for his
sickness. Ready to use samples and templates What is a leave request and why do you need one? In the
opening paragraph start with the statement, which is nothing more than your willingness to take a leave with
dates clearly mentioned. Hopefully, if you followed all of the advice above then your leave will be approved
and when that happens you need to be prepared to do a few things. Send an email or letter to your manager or
the HR department. The number is  Compassionate leave: a special type of leave that is granted in the
unfortunate event of death or personal crisis. In the last paragraph, ask your manager to grant you the
permission to leave at the earliest possible opportunity because you need to do some planning. This option is
not recommended unless you work for a really small company ten people or fewer. Why does it have to be in
writing?


